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Specifications - 
【Wider Testing Range】 Get more with your auto battery tester! Compared to normal battery 
tester’s testing range 100~1100 CCA, KW210 car battery tester is wider and more superior as 
it can test all 12V 100~2000CCA batteries compatible with regular flooded, AGM flat plate, 
AGM spiral, or gel batteries. It also covers most of the battery rating standards like CCA, BCI, 
CA, MCA, JIS, DIN, IEC, EN, SAE, GB, etc.
【Faster & More Accurate】One of the highlights on KW210 12V battery tester is its powerful 
STM-32 chip, which provides more precise testing reports within milliseconds, greatly improves
the speed and ensures the accuracy. Besides that, KW210 is the only automotive battery tester
that supports the UPDATE function (great support & new additions). It’s time to analyze faster 
and better with the ultimate battery and alternator tester.
【Display Overall Batteries Data】After the test is fully done, our Car Auto Battery Load Tester 
gives you the basic battery parameters such as voltage, internal resistance, cold cranking amp 
and AH capacity, battery health and charge status. Additionally, the KW210 battery cca tester 
will also give you professional advice according to it then decide whether to replace or charge 
the battery and inform you about the battery status in advance to prevent possible battery 
failures.
【Simple to Use Plug and Play Design】 Designed with simplicity and convenience in mind, the 
Battery load analyzer allows you to test batteries both in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle, and even 
test dead batteries. Just connect the tester’s clips with battery then it will turn on and ready to
test and analyze battery. It’s that easy!
【Starter& Alternator Tester】KW210 is not only a great battery load tester that tests batteries 
cranking & charging system, but also can test alternator's charging and starter's cranking 
conditions. And it can switch up to 8 languages for different needs. Works for 
Vehicles/Marine/Motorcycle. Now there is nothing stopping you to get this car battery 
diagnostic tester RISK-FREE!


